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ABSTRACT
The Parallel Hierarchic Adaptive Stabilized Transient Analysis
(PHASTA) software supports modeling compressible or incompress-
ible, laminar or turbulent, steady or unsteady flows in 3D using
unstructured grids. PHASTA, coupled with the Parallel Unstruc-
tured Mesh Infrastructure (PUMI), supports parallel, automated,
adaptive simulation workflows. Researchers can easily execute
these workflows on the TACC Stampede Xeon and Knights Land-
ing nodes without being burdened by the details of each system
using the PHASTA science gateway (created with Apache Aira-
vata). In addition to abstracting away job execution and filesystem
details, the gateway creates a searchable archive of past jobs to
support reproducibility. Our poster presents the construction of
the PHASTA gateway, the workflows it currently supports, and our
ongoing efforts to expand functionality and the user base.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The PHASTA Science Gateway enables execution and management
of parallel computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations on high
performance computing (HPC) systems [8] through a simple web-
based user interface. CFD simulations use automated, adaptive
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workflows [14] for efficient execution of complex physical systems.
These workflows use several software components (a reusable unit
of composition with a set of interfaces to query and and modify
encapsulated state information [17]) coupled with a in-memory
streaming

2 PHASTA ADAPTIVE WORKFLOWS
Workflows for simulating complex fluid flow phenomena leverage
multiple existing software components to reduce workflow devel-
opment and maintenance costs. PHASTA workflow components
include:

• PHASTA: TheParallelHierarchicAdaptive StabilizedTransient
Analysis software supports modeling compressible or incom-
pressible, laminar or turbulent, steady or unsteady flows in
3D, using unstructuredmeshes [1, 9, 10, 15, 18]. The PHASTA
Science Gateway enables researchers to easily execute adap-
tive workflows on the TACC Stampede and RPI Blue Gene/Q
systems.

• Simmetrix MeshSim and GeomSim: Simmetrix MeshSim
provides automatic conformal, unstructured mesh gener-
ation for Parasolid, ACIS, and discrete CAD models [13].
A portable, parametric geometric model representation is
provided by the GeomSim modeling kernel.

• PUMI: Parallel Unstructured Mesh Infrastructure provides
mesh adaptation, partitioning, and field management ser-
vices [4].

• ParMA: Partitioning UsingMesh Adjacencies provides scal-
able dynamic load balancing [16]. For PHASTA it specifically
targets the mesh entities holding degrees of freedom. The
balance of these entities is proportional to the scalability of
the computationally dominant linear algebra work in the
analysis procedures [16, 20].

Using these components, PHASTA workflows have been devel-
oped to study active flow control for aerodynamics (planes, engine
inlets, and wind turbines) [8], multi-phase bubbly flows (nuclear
reactor performance and accident scenarios) [1], and biomedical
flows (cardiovascular and respiratory flows) [5].

3 RUNNING A PHASTA SIMULATION
The steps for defining and executing a PHASTA adaptive simulation
are:

(1) Mesh the geometric model
(2) Define boundary and initial conditions
(3) Set execution control parameters
(4) Upload files to the target computational system
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Figure 1: Simmetrix SimModeler mesh generation and prob-
lem definition for an abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA)
case.

(5) Specify the needed computational resources
(6) Submit simulation
(7) Download results when execution completes
(8) Postprocess the results
User’s complete steps 1- 3 using the Simmetrix SimModeler [12]

graphical user interface depicted in Figure 1. Alternatively, but with
relatively limited functionality, GMSH [2, 3] and plain text files can
be used to generate the mesh, and specify the problem definition
information. In either case, problem definition and mesh generation
controls are specified with respect to a geometric model [11].

Once the problem is defined, the necessary input files are up-
loaded to the target HPC system, the simulation is executed, and the
results downloaded for subsequent post processing. These steps, 4
through 7, are typically completed using command-line tools whose
syntax can vary dramatically between HPC systems. For example,
submitting a job with MOAB, PBS, and SLURM job schedulers on
different systems requires specific incantations based on knowledge
of site-specific installation defaults, the job queues, and project allo-
cations. The PHASTA Science Gateway provides a single simplified
interface for completing steps 4 through 7 on multiple HPC systems
and managing generated simulation data.

4 PHASTA GATEWAY & APACHE AIRAVATA
4.1 PHASTA Gateway with Apache Airavata
The PHASTA science gateway uses Science Gateway Platform as a
Service [7] (SciGap). The SciGaP platform provides gateway services
via Apache Airavata [6]. Airavata core infrastructure capabilities
required by the PHASTA gateway include: user identity, accounts,
authorization, and the ability to access multiple computational re-
sources. Figure 2 depicts the components of the SciGaP platform
and its functional interactions with a gateway instance and comput-
ing resources. Note, the hosted SciGaP platform is multi-tenanted
and manages multiple science gateways.

4.1.1 User Accounts, Authentication & Authorization. In order
to provide gateway access to users approved by the gateway ad-
ministrators, the PHASTA gateway provides authentication and
authorization services. With gateway administrator approval, users
can access and use the gateway and underlying computational
resources. Gateway users will be given one of the four available

Figure 2: PHASTA Gateway with Apache Airavata.

roles and associated permissions. The current user roles are: ‘User-
Pending’, ‘Gateway-User’, ‘Admin-Read-Only’ and ‘Admin’. The
‘User-Pending’ role cannot use any Airavata services provided by
the gateway; it is given to users pending approval from gateway
administrators. The ‘Gateway-User’ can use Airavata services for
creating, monitoring, sharing and cloning experiments and also add
own compute resource allocation details into the gateway and use
them in job submission to clusters. The users with ‘Admin’ role can
control metadata for accessing computing resources and applica-
tions, manage users, and monitor and access all user experiments
information. ‘Admin-Read-Only’ can access all ‘Admin’ related
information but cannot modify it. For authentication and autho-
rization Apache Airavata uses the third party identity management
service from WSO2 (wso2.com/identity-and-access-management).

4.1.2 Computational Experiments. The PHASTA gateway al-
lows users and gateway administrators to create, execute, monitor,
share, and manage computational experiments. Figure 3 depicts
the PHASTA interface for experiment creation. Using this interface
gateway users can upload gateway specified input data and later
download output data from completed experiments. When the ap-
plication archive feature is enabled all experiment level data will be
archived and made available for the users via the gateway interface.
When experiments are shared with each other, users can also use
other gateway users experimental work to execute computational
experiments. As part of managing their experiments users can can-
cel running experiments and also clone existing and execute new
experiments on compute resources/clusters.

4.1.3 Monitoring Progress. During experiment creation users
can provide their email to receive messages at job start and end.
Additionally, once the experiment is launched, the experiment sum-
mary interface is automatically refreshed in order to show the real
time status of the job submitted into the compute resource/cluster.
Figure 4 depicts this interface. Regular users can monitor experi-
ments owned by them and shared with them by other gateway users.
Gateway administrators can monitor all gateway experiments using
the Experiment Statistics page in the Admin Dashboard.

wso2.com/identity-and-access-management
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Figure 3: PHASTA gateway experiment creation interface.

Figure 4: PHASTA gateway experiment summary interface.

4.1.4 AdminDashboard. TheAdminDashboard is theworkspace
for the gateway administrator within the gateway. Through it, all
the administrator features previously discussed are controlled. Addi-
tionally, administrators can create notifications for users to provide
usage tips, functionality updates, or maintenance outages.

5 ADAPTIVE DAMBREAKWORKFLOW
The PHASTA gateway enables execution of adaptive workflows
supporting multiple applications. One such application is depicted
in Figure 5; the evolution of the adaptive mesh for a dam-break test
case ran on ALCF Theta using two-phase incompressible PHASTA-
chef with data streams [9, 14]. In the dam-break simulation the
dense fluid (water) is initially held against the left wall (not pictured)
in a square column created by a fictitious constraint representing
a dam. The remainder of the domain is air. When the constraint
is removed, as if the dam broke, the dense fluid falls and advances
to the right [9]. A distance and curvature-based refinement band
tracks the air-water interface. Outside of these bands the mesh is
graded to a reference coarse size.

The two-phase adaptive workflow starts by loading the PUMI
partitioned mesh, geometric model, and problem definition infor-
mation. Next, the chef preprocessor executes adjacency-based mesh
entity reordering [19] to improve the efficiency of the assembly
and linear algebra solution procedures. Then, chef creates the fi-
nite element mesh (i.e., nodes and element connectivity), solution
field, and structures containing the point-to-point communication
protocols and boundary conditions and writes it to streams [14].

After the initial execution of chef, the solve-adapt cycle runs
until the requested number of solver time steps is reached. The
PHASTA solver first reads its input information from chef via files
or streams, then executes an analyst-specified number of time steps,
and computes the distance-based mesh size field. The solver then
writes the computed mesh size field and solution field to streams.
Those fields are read and attached to the PUMI mesh. Next, chef
drives MeshAdapt with the mesh size field. To prevent memory
exhaustion during mesh refinement procedures, ParMETIS part k-
way graph re-partitioning (via Zoltan) is called using weights that
approximate the change in mesh element count on each part. After
adaptation, chef executes preprocessing as previously described.

6 CONCLUSIONS
The PHASTA Science Gateway supports execution of parallel, adap-
tive, in-memory workflows for aerospace, nuclear, and biomedical
applications on remote high performance computing systems with-
out burdening the users with system specific details while providing
data management capabilities. Ongoing efforts with the Airavata
team to improve the PHASTA gateway include the support for
large file transfers via Globus, and in-situ post-processing and vi-
sualization with ParaView. These features have been identified by
PHASTA users as critical needs and should drive expansion of the
user base.

In addition to specific improvements targeting the PHASTA gate-
way, the Airavata team is working on multiple functionalities to
improve the experience for gateway users and administrators. Gate-
way users will benefit from better authentication and authorization
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Figure 5: Evolution of an adaptive dam-break case ran
on 2048 processes of the ALCF Theta system using two-
phase, incompressible PHASTA coupled to PUMI unstruc-
tured mesh adaptation with data streams. Each image (top
to bottom) represents an advancement in physical time by
2/100 of a second. The air-water phasic interface iso-surface
is shown in gray.

methods (such as CILogon (www.cilogon.org)), and accurate auto-
matic selection of resources for a particular job submission. Gate-
way administrators will get more control over compute and storage
resource registration, and will have automated mechanisms for the
addition of public keys generated by the gateway to authorized
keys file in individual user accounts in clusters.
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